An Appeal for Development
As you are aware, Indian Education Society is a Registered Charitable Trust dedicated to empowering
Indian children with value based education since 1912. From our humble beginnings, the IES family,
today, comprises of over 64 schools and 3 colleges in and around Mumbai. We serve students across
all socio-economic strata and provide the best possible modern facilities for the all round development
of the students. This, we believe is our humble contribution to nation building. The IES alumni, over
decades, have occupied positions of power in the business and corporate world all around the world
and contributed hugely towards the building of not only a modern and vibrant India but also Brand IES.
Our commitment towards providing a firm foundation for the future of our children makes us
continuously strive towards higher benchmarks. Our inputs include a wide range of offerings from
hard core academics to sports to cultural platforms to nurture the diverse talents of every child. All
this while we have ensured affordability in terms of our fee structures so as to keep our doors wide
open to every single family desiring quality education for their children.
In this endeavour, the greatest challenge faced by us is the limited availability of funds. In a task of
such mammoth proportions, we appeal to you for financial help and urge you to join us in ensuring
that quality education is available and accessible to future generations. For the current batches of
students enrolled with us, we are providing improved facilities including modern science
laboratories, computer centres and Computer based teaching in classrooms. We need your support
to further improve on these facilities and provide state-of-art teaching to your children.
As you are aware, our schools are located in diverse geographies like Dombivli, Badlapur, Titwala,
Vijaydurg and Alibaug. Ensuring modern facilities at all schools becomes a tall order. Faced with
increasing demand and acute shortage of space, we are planning add new facilities at Badlapur,
Titwala etc. We have also been regularly upgrading all our campuses including at Dadar, Bandra. We
shall be redeveloping our campus at Vashi and we are also planning to add additional floor space at
Bandra Reclamation
As part of the IES Vision 2030, our dream is to stretch the frontiers of education and bring out the
best in every child. We aspire to mentor scientists like Homi Bhabha, intellectuals like Amartya Sen,
sportsmen like Sachin Tendulkar and film makers like Dada Saheb Phalke. For this we need
laboratories, libraries, sports facilities, cultural centres and the trust and support of parents who
understand how critical education is for the future of every child.

We, therefore appeal to you for your contribution to our Development / Corpus Fund. Come, be a
part of our journey to help children realize their dreams. In their dreams lies our future.

All donations are eligible for Sec 80 G benefits

To,
The Trustees,
INDIAN EDUCATION SOCIETY,
Raja Shivaji Vidya Sankul,
Hindu Colony,
Dadar (East), Mumbai -400014

SUBJECT : -- Donation for Ten years Celebration Ceremony of IES Junior College.
Dear Sir,
I am / We are sending herewith / NEFT of Rs ________________ drawn
on______________ as my / our donation by way of voluntary contribution to corpus of Indian
Education Society with specific request to credit the same to the “Ten years Celebration Ceremony
of IES Junior College.”
NEFT Details:
Beneficiary Name : Indian Education Society
Bank Name : The Shamrao Vitthal Co-op Bank Ltd.
Branch

: Bandra (East)

Account No. : 109503130008995
IFSC Code

: SVCB0000095
Please acknowledge receipt of the above contribution

Thanking You.
Name ____________________________________
Address___________________________________
___________________________________
Pan No.____________________________________
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